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Abstract 
The main result of this paper is that we exact Smale's point estimation theory, i.e., without assuming 
~k = II P'(z)-  1PtkJ(z)/k! II (k ~> 2) being bounded by ?, the point estimation convergence theorem of the Newton method is 
set up by making use of the majorizing method. The proof of the theorem is simple and precise, while the required point 
estimation conditions are weaker than all those of known point estimation convergence theorems. 
Another esult of this paper is an application of the above new theory to the Durand-Kerner method. We compare the 
point estimation conditions for the Durand-Kerner method with other known point estimation conditions. Numerical 
results show that our results have evident advantages. 
Keywords: Point estimation; Newton method; Durand-Kerner method 
1. Known results 
Let P be a nonlinear mapping from a neighborhood of a real or complex Banach space E to 
a space F of the same type. Kantorovich's classical work is ever an important principle of 
determining the existence for the solution of the equation 
P(Z) = O, P:DcE~F (1.1) 
as well as the convergence of Newton's method 
Z k+l  = Z k - P ' (Zk) - lp (zk ) ,  k = 0, 1,2, . . . .  (1.2) 
In the international congress of mathematicians held in 1986, Smale, in this report itled as "point 
estimation", proposed to use the analytic property of the mapping P to replace the domain 
condition in Kantorovich's theorem, in order to determine the convergence of Newton's method by 
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thoroughly making use of the information of P at the initial point Z ° ~ D. This work is of great 
theoretical meaning. 
If we let 
at = at(Z, P)  = ft. ~ (1.3) 
with 
fl = fl(Z, P) = II P' (Z) -  'P(Z)II, (1.4) 
7 = ),(Z,P) = sup P'(Z) -1 P~R)(z) x/~k-l~ ~ ~ ~ , (1.5) 
then Smale's main result can be described as follows. 
Theorem 1.1 (Smale [2]). Suppose at(Z, P)/~k(at(Z, p))2 = q < 1, ~k(r) = 2r 2 - 4r + 1, then Newton 
method startino from Z ° = Z is well defined, and for k = O, 1, 2 .... , there holds 
[fZ k+x _ zk[[ <~ q 2~-111Z 1 - Z°ll. 
In light of this theorem, Smale pointed out that there exists a constant ato ~ 0.130707 such that 
the Newton  method,  starting from Z ° = Z is well defined and there holds 
i lZk+X _ Zkll ~ (½)2~-,  [ iZ x _ ZOl l ,  
provided that at(Z, P) < ato. 
In 1989, by introducing majorizing sequence method into the "point estimation", Wang Xinghua 
and Han Danfu obtained the following result which is more precise than Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 1.2 (Wang and Han [5]). I f  at = at(Z,P) ~< 3 - 2x /~,  then the Newton method starting 
from Z ° = Z is well defined, and for k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  there holds 
IIZ k+l _ Zkll 
(1 - q2k)x/(1 + at)2 _ 8at x Z 1 Z o 
2at(1 -~ t/q 2k- 1)(1 - t/q 2.'' - 1)" qq2k- II - II, 
where 
1 + at - x/(1 + at)2 _ 8at 
t /= l  +at+x/ (1  +at )2 -8at '  q= 
1 - at - x/(1 + at)2 _ 8at 
1 - at + , , / (1 + at)2 _ 8at" 
The constant 3 -  2x /~ in this theorem is opt imum under that condition, and the resulted 
conclusion is also the best one. Since 3 - 2x /~ ~ 0.171573 > 0.130707, this result is evidently an 
improvement of that of Smale's. 
Clearly, the above two results are based on the assumption that the sequence 
7k -- I IP'(Z)-~Ptk)(z)/k! [I, k >~ 2, (1.61 
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is bounded by 
7 = sup ~)l/(k- 1) (1.7) 
k~>2 
As a matter of fact, this kind of assumption may be not reasonable. Particularly, for some concrete 
and special mapping, it is really so. 
2. Main results 
In the subsequent discussion, we always assume that P is an analytic mapping. The sequence {?'k} 
(k i> 2) will not be assumed to be bounded by 7, while we consider the function 
~o(t) = fl - ¢¢(t), ~J(t) = t - ~ ~,,t k, (2.1) 
k=2 
where 7k is defined by (1.6). 
At first, we can conclude that ¢p(t) is well defined in interval [0, to] (to > 0), provided that ¢p(t) is 
well defined at to. 
In fact, the function ~o(t) being well defined at to implies the convergence of the series 
fl - t + Y~ff=2 ~k tk, while for t = 0, q~(0) = fl it is also well defined. Therefore, when t e (0, to), the 
inequality 
¢p(t) < ¢p(to) 
shows that ~o(t) is well defined in [0, to]. 
About the zeros of ¢p(t), we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let maxt>o O(t) exist. Then for  fl = maxt>o d/(t),tp(t) it holds that fl has a unique 
positive zero in [0, + oo ), while for fl < maxt> oO(t), tp(t) it holds that fl just has two different zeros in 
[o, +o0). 
Proof. Because maxt> o~k(t) exists, without loss of generality we may assume that it is attained at 
t = to. In addition, as 7k >/0 (all k), we know that ~0(t), ~k(t) are strictly convex and concave 
functions for t e (0, + oo), respectively. Hence, in (0,q) for Vtl > to, there hold 
¢p(t) > ¢p(to), t e (0, to), 
(p(t) > q~(to), t ~ (to,tO. 
For the case fl = ~k(to), obviously, there holds ¢p(to) = 0. This means that there is the unique 
positive zero of ~o(t) in (0, + oo). For fl < ~k(to), noticing ~o(0) = fl > 0, q~(to) = fl - ~k(to) < 0, we 
see that q~(t) has at least one positive zero in (0, to). Additionally, by the convexity of q~(t) we know 
that ~o(t)just has one positive zero in (0, to). Since q~(t) is strictly increasing in (to, + oo) and tends 
to + oo as t ~ + oo, we can finally conclude that ~o(t) has another zero in (to, + oo), and besides 
these two positive zeros, ~o(t) has no other positive zeros in this interval. [] 
The above demonstrat ion implies the validity of Lemma 2.1. 
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Now, we apply Newton iteration to the function q~(t): 
~o(tk) 
tk+l=tk  tp'(tk)' k = 0,1,2, . . . .  (2.2) 
Then, the following lemma is obtained. 
Lemma 2.2. Under the condition of Lemma 2.1, the sequence  {tk} generated by (2.2) strictly 
monotonously converges to t* (t* denotes the smallest positive zero oleo(t) in [0, + oo)). 
Proof. Let t' be an extremum point of ~O(t). By the strict convexity of qJ(t) and -O(t), we see that t' 
is the unique extremum point of them, and q/(t) is strictly increasing in (0, t'), strictly decreasing in 
(t', +~)  and q¢(t') = 0. Hence 
q~(to) 
t~ - to - >0,  tx >to .  
q¢ (to) 
Since 
tl = q~(t*) - q~(to) tp'(~)(t* -- to) q~'(~) * ~ e (t*,to) 
qf(to) = ~o'(to) = q~'(to) "t ' 
and q;(t) is strictly increasing with negative value in (0, t'), we have t~ < t*. Assume now that, 
t, > t._ 1 and t. < t*. Since 
~o(t.) 
tn + 1 - -  tn = - -  ~o'(t.) 
and q~(t,) > O, -q¢(t . )  > O, we have t.+~ > t.. Furthermore, 
t .+ ,  = t. + q,(t*) - q,(t.) t. + ~o'(~) q~'(t.) = ~ (t* - t.), ~ e ( t* , t . )  
and t. < t*, qY(~)/tp'(t.) < 1, so that we get t.+x < t*. Therefore, by induction, the sequence {tk} 
generated by Newton method (2.2) satisfies for all k 
tk+l>tk ,  tk<t* ,  k = 0,1,2, . . . .  [] 
Making use of the above discussion, we can conclude the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Under the condition of Lemma 2.1, the sequence {tk } generated by (2.2) is the majorizing 
sequence of {Z k } determined by the Newton method (1.2) with the starting value Z = Z °. That is,for 
all k there holds 
IlZ ~+x - Zkll ~ tk+l - -  tk. 
Proof. From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have known the properties of q~(t) and the distribution of its 
zeros. Now, let t*, t** be the minimum and maximum positive zeros of ~o(t), respectively, and t' 
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satisfy ~o'(t') = 0. By 
q)'(t')= -- I + ~. kTkt k= - l + (k + l)Tk+lt 'k 
k=l  k=l  
and 
O(3 
~, (k + 1)yk+lt 'k = 1, 
k=l  
we know that when t ~ (0, t'), 
O(3 
0 < ~ (k + 1)~k+lt k < 1, 
k=l  
i.e., 
0<tp ' ( t )+ l  <1.  
Suppose now II Z - Z°  II = t < t'. Then 
HP' (Z° ) - IP ' (Z ) - - I [ I  <<, ~, 
Il p '  ( z° ) -  l ptk + l)(Z°) l I 
k= 1 k! 112--Z°llk 
- -  ~, t k - (k + 1)yk+ 1 = ~o ' ( t )  "~ 1 ( 1. 
k=l  
By using Banach's lemma, we get 
1 
II P ' (Z) -  1P'(Z°)II ~< - - -  
q¢(t) " 
Now, we use the induction on k to show that the sequence {Z k } is well defined, and 
IIZ k+x -Zkl l  ~<tk+l --tk, k=O, 1,...; to =0.  
When k = O, we have 
II z I - z ° II = II P' (Z°)  - aP(Z°)  II = fl, 
while 
~O(to) 
tl - to = q¢(to) fl- 
Suppose that for k ~< n - 1, the inequalities 
IlZ k+a-Zk l l  ~<tk+l - - tk ,  k=0,1 , . . . ,n - -1  
hold. Then 
n- I  n -1  
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and 
1 
II P '  (Z" ) -  ~ P '  (Z  °) II ~< q; ( tk)  
Furthermore, we obtain 
II P ' (Z° )  - 1P(zn)  II = II P ' (Z° )  - I {P (zn)  -- P(Z" -  1) _ P ' (Z" -  l ) ( zn  --  Z n -  1)} II 
= f~(1 - r )P ' (Z° ) -~pt2) (z  " -1 + z(z" - z" -x ) ) ( z "  - zn-  l)2 dz 
= f (1-z)j=o ~" P'(Z°)-IP(j+2)(Z°)J! 
x(Z .-1 _ Z o + z (Z  n - Zn-1) ) ) J ( z  n _ zn- 1)2 dz 
~< (1 - z) ~ (j  + 1)(j + 2);~j+2(t.-1 + z ( t . -  t ._x) ) J ( t .  - t._l)2dz 
j=O 
= (1 - z)tp"(t . -1  + v(t.  - t , -O) ( t .  - tn- 1)2dz 
= ,p ( t . ) .  
Combining (2.4) and (2.5), we finally have 
I IZ "+1 - Z" l l  -- I I P ' (Z" ) - IP (Z" ) [ I  
~< II P' (Zg-  I P' (Z °) II II P' (Z°) - ~ P(Z") II 
<<. -- qg(G)/~o'(t,) = t,+~ -- t , .  
This completes the induction and proves (2.3). [] 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Based on Theorem 2.3, we can get the convergence of the Newton method and the existence of 
the solution of Eq. (1.1). 
Really, in Theorem 1.2 the Newton iteration was applied to the function 
yt 2 
~o(t) = f l -  t + 1 - yt '  
7 = sup P ' (Z) - I  Ptk)(Z) 1/(k-1) 
k>~2 k! ' 
and under the condition of Theorem 1.2, it was proved that the sequence {tRy_ was a majori- 
zing sequence of {zR}. Moreover, it was shown that the constant ao = 3 - 2x/2 ,~ 0.172 is the 
upper bound of all the best a which guarantees the convergence ofNewton method under the point 
estimation conditions, and also, the obtained estimation is optimal. This result is obviously an 
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improvement of Smale's result, while Theorem 2.3 uses more precise estimation. In the following 
discussion, we will give an application of the above results, from which we will see that the constant 
So can be taken to be much larger than 0.172. 
Next, we will determine a neighborhood S(Z*,6) of the solution Z*, such that for any 
Z ~ S(Z*, 6), the condition of Theorem 2.3 is satisfied. 
Theorem 2.4. Let Z* be a solution of(1.1), and 
7* = sup ][ P'(Z*)-  1ptk)(z*)/k! II a/,k- ,  
k~>2 
Then there exists a neighborhood 
S(Z*,6) = {Z[ [tZ - Z* ][ ~< 6, y*6 ~< ½(3 - 2x/~) } 
such that Theorem 2.3 holds for any Z = Z ° ~ S(Z*,6). 
Proof. Let Z ~ S(Z*, 6). By Taylor's expression we have 
- / l l  II P' (Z* )- l ptk + l)(Z* ) ll I IP'(Z*)- 'P'(Z) 
k~ 
<<, ~, (k + 1)(y*)k6 k = 1 
k = 1 1 - 7*6 
Making use of Banach's lemma, we get 
1 (1 - y*6) z 
II P'(Z)- 'P'(Z*)f] <<. 
2 - 1/(1 - 7*6) 2 h(6) ' 
where h(6) = 2(7*) 2 62 - -  47*6 + 1. 
In addition 
1P~k)(z) (Z IIP'(Z*)-'P(Z)II <~ ~., P ' (Z*) -  _Z , )  k 
k=l  k! 
.%< ~ (~,)~- 16~ _ 6 
k=l 1 - -  7*6  " 
From (2.7) and (2.8), we obtain 
I1P'(Z)- 'P(Z)II = II P'(Z)- xP'(Z*)II II P'(Z*)- aP(Z)II 
~< 6(1 - ~'6)/h(6). 
(2.6) 
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Furthermore, it can be estimated that 
II P'(Z*)-  1P(k)(Z)/K! [I = I ,:1 ~ [I P'(Z*)-l!k!lp(k+l)(z*)II 
<~ ~, k 1 (?,)k+l_16 l 
/=0 
__ (~) , )k_ l l=~ 0 k l ( ,y ,6 ) l  - 
Combining (2.7) and (2.10), we have 
Yk = IIP'(Z)- Ip(k)(Z)/K! II 
(,~*) k - 1 
h(5)(1 - 7"6) k- 1" 
Hence, the function ~0(t) at point Z is 
P'(Z)-  1p(k)(z) II 
~o(t) = fl P ' (Z) -  1P(Z)II - t + k~2_ t k kl 
3(1 - y*6) ~ (~, )k -  1 t k 
h(6) t + Z h(6)(1 - y*6) k-1 
k=2 
6(1 -- ? '6)  
h(6) 
?* t  2 
t + ~ h(3)(1 -7¥6-  y't)" k=2 
It is easy to prove that when 
(Z - Z* )  t 
(? , )k -1  
(1 - 6y'6) k+x " (2.10) 
3 - 2x/~ 
6y* < (2.11) 
2 
the function q~(t) is strictly convex, and has two positive real zeros. As a matter of fact, because of 
(1 - -  ?*6)  2 
~p(t) h(6)(1 - y*3 - ?*t) "w(t)' 
where 
w(t) = 2y*t z - (1 -- 27"3)t + 3, (2.12) 
q~(t) and w(t) have the same zeros. Under the condition (2.11), there holds 
A = (1 - 2 )~ '6)  2 - 8?*6 /> 0. (2.13) 
This shows that w(t) has two positive real zeros. Hence, we have proved that ~0(t) is strictly convex 
in (0, oo), and has two positive real zeros. Observing Lemmas 2.1. and 2.2, we complete the proof of 
Theorem 2.4. [] 
In the subsequent discussion, we apply Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 to a special algorithm. 
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3. The Durand-Kerner method 
A large part of the results in Sections 3and 4 has been obtained in a previous paper [6] written in 
Chinese by the authors. But the results can be considered as special cases of the results in Section 2. 
Hence, for the sake of convenience of the readers, we shall state here the results together with their 
proofs. 
We consider the n-order complex polynomial 
p(z)  = z" + a lz " -  I + .. .  + a,  = ( ]  (z - ~ j ) ,  
j= l  
where ~j (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) are simple zeros of p(z).  
The famous Durand-Kerner method 
l = - P (#)  
l ( z  - ' 
is much efficient for solving (3.1). 
We introduce a mapping 
P:C"  ~C", 
i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ;  k=O,  1 . . . .  
P (Z)  = • , Z = z2 
Lp,(z,,. ,z . ) j  
~C n , 
where 
p i (z l , . . . , z , )=( -1 ) iO i (z l , . . . , z . ) -a i ,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
Oi (z l , . . . , z , )=  Y', z j l . . ,  z j l ,  i = l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
I ~<ja<'-"  <ji<~n 
Then Kerner proved that the Durand-Kerner method (3.2) is equivalent to Newton's method 
zk+ 1 = Z k _ p , ( zk )  - 1p(zk ) ,  
with respect o 
P(Z)  = O. 





Q(z) = z" + b lz " - I  + ... + b, = f i  (z - zi), (3.7) 
i=1  
convergence of the method (3.5). This requires us to calculate the higher-order derivatives as well as 
their norms for the mapping iven by (3.3) and (3.4). For this purpose, according to Kerner [1], we 
first introduce a polynomial 
k = 0, 1, 2 .... (3.5) 
(3.6) 
estimation method discussed in Section 2 to demonstrate the 
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where 
bi = ( -1) i~bi (z l ,  . . . , z , )  = pi(7,1, . . . ,Zn)  + ai, i = 1,2, . . . ,n .  
Now, we differentiate Q with respect o zj ( j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n). Then 
OQ _ 1-I (z -- z j)  = Obl z ' -  1 ab , -  l ab, 
~ z j , ~ j ~ + ' + --S;;-z j z + ~ z j " 
Taking z = zl (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) in the above relations, we obtain 
I Z~-I . . . . . .  "'" Z 1:1 [ oZ1 (~Zn[ ~--- I - Q'(Z1) 
Lz. . -~ ... z. i~ , ,  ~b. / 0 
LaZl Oz, A 
Form (3.8), we get 
i / P'(Z) I '~p" aP"i I ~b. ... ~ ' , /  
LSZl Oz,_J L~zl ~z,J  
Combining (3.9) and (3.10), we have 
p ' (z )  -1 
z7 -1 1 
Q' (z l )  "'" Q' (Z l )  
n-1 1 gn 
Q'(Zn) "'" Q'(Zn) 
Now, we further calculate 
A (k) = P ' (Z ) -  1P(k)(z) ,  
where P(k) (z )  denotes the kth-order derivative of P. 
At first, as for l i¢  l j, i ¢ j, 1 4 i , j  ~ n, we have 
OkQ - - ( - -1)  k 1--I (Z -- Zk) 
(~Zlk "'" OZlk k ~ ll ""lk 
~kbt 
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while for li = lj 
OkQ -- s'N Okbt " Z n-t  -- O 
c3zl, ... 8zz, i~l  cOzl, ... Ozt~ 
with Q defined by (3.7), we have 
Atk) = P ' (Z ) -  1ptk ) (z )  
-- --t=l Q' (z i )  63zi, ~Oz i .  i,i ...... ik 
= ((--1)k+l~i, ...ik "l-[t¢ilt ..... Z i~(Zi--Z')l 
a ( i)i,i ...... i~ / i , i  ...... i~ 
In tensor terminology, A (k) is a k-order tensor. 
Let T be a k-order tensor and express it as 
T = (ti. j  ...... A)  
where the 1-order tensor is the usual matrix T = (tq). 
[[TI[1 = max ~ [ti, j ...... A[' 
1 <<.Jl .... j~<~n i=1  
IlTl[o~= max ~, [ti, j, ..... Jk]. 1 <~i<<-njl,...,jk= 1 
1, i I :- ij, 
6~ ...... ~ = O, il ~ ij. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Making use of these norms, we can get two kinds of estimation about AIk): 
II A(k)[Ix ~< k(n - k + 1) (3.16) 
n!d  k-  a , 
k(n - 1)! (3.17) 
l] A (k) [I o~ <~ (n -- k ) !d  k-  1, 
where 
d = min Izi - zj[.  i~:j 
The proofs of (3.16) and (3.17) are done by noticing the expression of A (k) and the definition of the 
two kinds of norms. 
4. The point estimation of the Durand-Kerner method 
For a given point Z ° ~ C", we write 
fll = , ,P ' (Z° ) - IP (Z  °) []1 .~- ~ l P(Z?) I 
flo~ = It P ' (Z° )  - 1P(Z° )  [I oo = max[ 
I 
p(z  °)  
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Boo 
qoo = -d-~o ' 
do = mini  z° - z°l. 
i#:j 
According to the construct ing way of the scalar function tp(t), we construct he following scalar 
functions 
( -1 
hoo(t) = t 1 + - 2t + floo, Vte  [0, oo), (4.1) 
n-- 
hi(t) = ~. l(n 
k) t k + l 1 
k=O k!ndko - t + fix, Vt~ [0, oo). (4.2) 
Divide both sides of (4.1) and (4.2) by do and let z = t/do, then (4.1) and (4.2) become to 
cp~o(z) = "r(1 + z)" -1  _ 2z  + r /a ,  
,~1 (n - k) zk+l _ "r + 711" 
(ol(z) = k!n 
k--1 
Obviously,  q~ x (z), tp oo (z) have the same properties as h 1 (t), h oo (t) and we can immediately prove the 
following lemma I-6]. 
Lemma 4.1. The following results hold: 
(1) (pl('/7), ~0oo(~ ) are stricting convex in (0, co) 
(2) ~ol(z),~ooo(z) are real zeros in [0, oo) if and only if 
r/oo ~< - min (z(1 + z)"- 1 _ 2z), (4.3) 
T>O 
(n~l (n - -k )  zk+l ) (4.4) 
//1 ~ - -  min -kTn - z . 
r>O \k=l  
The proof  of this lemma is very simple, we omit it here. 
This lemma is, substantially, a special case of Lemma 2.1 for the functions tp~(z) and tpl(z). 
Lemma 4.2. Let qooo(z) and tpl (z) satisfy (4.3) and (4.4), respectively. Then, Newton's methods 
corresponding to the equations 
= O, = 0 
k = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  (4.5) 
starting from z 1 = z~ ° = 0, monotonously increasingly converge to the minimum roots zl. and z~ of the 
equations, respectively. 
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This lemma is a special case of Lemma 2.2 for the funct ion ~poo(3) and tp,(-c). 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose 
t/~ < - rain (3(1 + 3)"-,  _ 2z) (4.6) 
t>0 
then the Durand-Kerner sequence {Z i } generated by (3.5) starting from Z = Z ° converges to all the 
sin#le roots of the equation p(z) = O. Moreover, we have 
II Z k - z*  II oo ~< 3~ ° - 3~ °, k -- 0, 1, 2, ... 
where 3~ is defined by (4.5), and 
Z *T = [0~1, 0~ 2 . . . .  , 0~n] ~ C n . 
This theorem is substantial ly a special case of Theorem 2.3 for mapp ing  (3.3) and function ~0~ (3). 
In fact, by not ing the propert ies of ~Ooo(Z) with 3 e [0 ,z~] ,  we have 
n- I  p , ( zO) - lp (k+l ) (zO)  o ° 
[[P'(Z°)-'P'(Z) - I [Io~ ~< ~ k! IIZ - Z° l l L  
k=l 
"~ ' (k+l_ )~- l ) ' ( t )  k 
~<k~,k-ZG -1 ) [  ~ (t= I lZ -Z° l l®)  
and 
d f . - I  (n -  1)! 
= 
= 40"0(3) + 1 < 1, 
IIP'(Z)-~P'(Z °) Iloo ~< -- 1/(4o~(3) 
• z k+') (3=t/do) 
,-2 P'(Z°)-'P(i+')(Z°)[ ~o 
I[P'(Z°)-'P"(Z)[[°~  ~-' k! [IZ - Z°ll k 
k=O 
n-2  (k + 2)(n - 1)! t k 
<<" ~ (n -k -E ) !k !d~ ( t= l lZ -Z° l loo)  
k=O 
- de k=0 (n - -k -g !k !  doo 
n - -1  
do 
n -1  
do 
{ d[n   n2,, 
- -  (1+3)  ~-z+d3 z" (n k 2)!k! 
k=O -- --  
- -  (1 +z)  ~-2 +~l-~31-z(1 +z)" -  
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From these, by induct ion we can obtain 
I IZ  k+ a _ Zkll  - -  - zff+l -- zff, k =0,1 ,  . . . .  
Theorem 4.4. Suppose 
ql<<'--min("~= l (n -k )  r k + l , > o  k 1 kTn - z ) .  (4.7) 
Then the Durand-Kerner sequence {Z k } 9enerated by (3.6) startino from Z = Z ° converoes to all the 
sinole roots of the equation p(z) = O. Moreover, we have estimations 
I lZk - -Z* l l l  k=O,  1, . . . ,  
where {z~} is determined by (4.5). Here, by notino the properties of tpl (z), we can similarly 9et four 
inequalities about II" II1 in Theorem 4.3. 
The condit ions (4.6), (4.7) in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 seem difficult to be tested, but factually, by 
a little simplicity, they will become much convenient.  
Theorem 4.5. The following inequalities hold 
1 
- min ('r(1 + z)"- 1 _ 2"0 ~> - min (ze * - 20  
~>o ~>o n - 1 ' 
(4.8) 
_min("v'(n-k) zk+l ) ,>o \k~=l kT.n - ~ >t - min~>o (~e~ - 2z). (4.9) 
Proof.  See [6]. [ ]  
It follows from Theorem 4.5 that if the inequalities 




r/~ ~< - min (ze ~ - 2z) (4.11) 
~>o n - 1 
hold, then the condit ions of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. hold. 
Before ending this section, we again discuss the result corresponding to Theorem 2.4 of the 
Durand-Kerner  method;  let ~1 . . . . .  ~, be distinct and put 
d* = min lal - ail :~ 0. 
i~ j  
We then want to ask whether there exists a ne ighborhood S* of (Z*) T = [11, . . . ,  a , ]  or not, such 
that for any Z ° ~ S* Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 hold. 
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We shall derive the result with the use of H" II 1. Since 
[ n - lpk+l (Z* )  - -z* )k  I A= I IP ' (Z* ) - IP ' (Z° ) -  IIfl = P'(Z*) -1 ~ k! (Z° - I  
k=O 1 
pt(z*)-li~_iPk+k-~(1, z')  (zO- z*)kll 1 
. - l ( k+ l ) (n_k)  ZO 
k=l 
for II Z ° - Z* If 1 sufficiently small, there holds A < 1. Therefore, we have 
1 
II P'(Z°) - 1P'(z*) II1 ~< 1 -----L--~ 
In addition, we can estimate that 
B = IIP'(Z*)-IP'(Z °) - 1 Iix 
- I L P'(Z*)-'P(k)(Z*) I 
- k=l  k! (Z° - -  Z* )k  1 
<~ L k (n -k  + l) 
k= 1 ~n~*- )  "~'--~" IIZ O-  Z*ll  ] 
k- l (n -- k + 2) Z o 
= ~', k~n(d,)k II -Z* I I  k. 
k=O 
Let us suppose that the neighborhood S* exists, and 
s*  = {Z l l l  z ° - z*  [11 < /"}" 
Then 
do = min Iz ° - z°l > d* - r. i#j 
So if we want the condition of Theorem 4.4 to be satisfied, we only need the inequality 
I[ e' ( z°)  - S'e' ( z °) 111 ~< K l do 
to be true, where K1 is an extremum point of q~l(T) and K1 ~ 0.204378. 
Additionally, as 
II P'(Z°) - 1P'(z°) II1 ~< II P'(Z°) - Ie'(Z*) II1 II P'(Z*)- 1e'(z°)II1 
<~ B/(1 -- A) 
we only need that there holds 
B 
- -  ~< KI (d*  - r)  
1-A  
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or  
B + KI(1 - A)r <~ K id* .  
Now, by the definitions of A and B, we have 
k-  1 (n -- k + 2) . -  1 (k + 1)(n - k) 
E r k+l -- ~ kln(d,)k r k+l + K l r  <~ K id* .  
k=O k!nd ¢ k=l • 
Consequently, there must exist a positive number ro such that the above inequality is correct 
provided that r < to. This shows the existence of such kind of neighborhood. 
For IL'[I ~, we have a similar conclusion. 
5. Remarks 
By Theorem 1.2, we know that when 
~ = ~(Z,P) ~< 3 - 21/~, (5.1) 
the sequence {Z k } generated by Newton's method starting from Z = Z ° converges to the solution 
of P(Z) = 0. If Theorem 1.2 is used to the Durand-Kerner  method, in the sense of I1" II 1, there holds 
A(k) 1/(k- l) 
71 = sup 
k>~2 ~ 1 
Hence, by (5.1) we get 
or  
= e(Z°,  P) = ill"Y1 = - -  
(k (n  - k + 1)) x/(k- x) (n -- 1) 1 
= k>~2sup \, ~ )~-ffn~o-- r - n do" 
(n -  1) 1 
n do 
n , /5) rh ~< (3 - 2 111 = - - .  
n - 1 ' do 
B1 ~< 3 - 21/~ 
Clearly, for n = 2, the upper bound of r/~ is 
r/1 ~< 0.344... 
while the upper bound of r h will decrease as n increases. For sufficiently large n, there holds 
n/ (n -  1),,~ 1. Therefore, for n >t 2 the upper bound of r/i will vary within the interval 
[0.172 .. . ,  0.344... ]. 
Now, we turn to the result of Theorem 4.3. By (4.7) and (4.10), we can easily calculate that for 
n = 2, z > 0, ~l ~< 0.5, while following the increase of n, with any z > 0, the upper bound of 
~/1 ~< 0.204. Hence, for n <~ 2 and z > 0, the upper bound of 01 will vary within the interval 
[0.204,0.53. 
For these varying interval of the upper bounds of ql and 01, it is easy to see that our point 
estimation method, when being applied to the Durand-Kerner  method, is more precise than 
Theorem 1.2. From the varying intervals of the upper bounds of r/1 and f/~, we can also conclude 
that our point estimation method is of greater advantage. 
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For I['ll ~, the above comparisons can be set up similarly. 
If we further use the result of Theorem 4.3 or Theorem 4.4 to the Durand-Kerner  method such 
that a class of prediction-correction program is constructed 
k + 1 k 
2 i ~ Z i - -  
l - l j  - 
( 0"204378 dk } k p (z ' )  
hk = min  1, , k , Vi = k_  z~) ,  i = l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
i ~i=lDi I~j#i(Zi 
dk = min I z~ -- z~ [, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n; k = O, 1, 2, ..., 
i#j  
then this method is feasible for almost all initial approximations, and it is also of global 
convergence property. The reason is that at every iteration of the program, new value can be 
evaluated to hk according to the new information, and once zero is attained, hk becomes larger and 
larger, until it gets 1. This is just the point estimation condition of the convergence of the 
Durand-Kerner  method. At this time, it really begins to run the Durand-Kerner  method, and it 
will converge to the solution rapidly. 
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